Reference made of record:

Dunlop 2,005,890 June 25, 1935 200/153.4

Applicant’s disclosure is incomplete and does not comply with the requirements of the statute. The device as disclosed is without utility. There is a reference made to the use of the device in a card sorting machine but no disclosure of such card sorting machine, nor how the present invention is adapted to such use, is made. If the disclosed invention is adapted for use with a known machine that machine should be properly identified by patents or publications.

The claims are rejected as covering a device without utility as disclosed.

The reference cited shows circuits controlled by cam 25 and centrifugal 11 operating on switch devices 8 and 18.

Claims 1 to 3 are further rejected as reading on Dunlop, cited.

Applicant’s invention, if any, appears to be in the switch device and its controlling elements and not in any circuit relationships. This structure appears novel and when the disclosure is clear claims to the structure will be allowed.